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Dear Sir or Madam,
look forward to the DESOI Newsletter!
We would like to introduce you the latest developments and new
products as well as interesting facts about injection and industrial
technology.
If you require further information, we will be pleased to send you
brochures - our team is also available for individual advice

INJECTION TECHNIQUE
Adhesive packers - Polymer
NOW IT BECOMES EVEN MORE EFFICIENT!
The special material properties of the adhesive packer promote bonding
between the adhesive and the adhesive surface of the packer. The
adhesive packers withstand high pressure depending on the ground. An
additional advantage is that the insulation only needs to be applied over
the crack and the adhesive packer needs considerably less adhesive
when setting. Read more
Shop

One-day packer - "Nipple with free passage"
Depending on the rehabilitation task, we now offer you various nipple
options for the one-day packer. The standard scope of delivery includes
the high-pressure round head and pan head nipple, the nipple with free
passage is available as an option.
With this product supplement and the deairing tool, the crack to be
injected can be vented and a fill level check carried out without
unscrewing the round head or pan head nipple. Read more
Shop

DESOI Quick Seal - Sealing and injection profile
With the new system two processes are combined in one product to
achieve a safe sealing of construction joints, building separation joints,
and expansion joints (movement joints). The flexible, 7-segment sealing
and injection profile is inserted in the joint, clamped, and injected with an
elastic filling material (e. g. polyurethane resin or acrylate gel). Read
more
Shop

ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
Temperature filter
The temperature filter is a special filter designed for small cooling holes
or core coolings. Due to its fine filter cartridge, it removes dirt particles
out of the cooling circuit which can otherwise cause clogged cooling
channels (for example in laser-sintered core-inserts) or early wear of
sealing elements in core coolings. Read more

DESOI Cleaning Adapter for Anilox-Sleeves
The DESOI Cleaning Adapter protects the interior of the high-quality
Anilox-Sleeves from the penetration of the cleaning agent. By inflating
the inflation hose, the solvent-resistant flat sealing in the two polymer
covers are firmly pressed to the sides of the Anilox-Sleeves. Read more

COMPANY
Media center on our website
In our media center you will find a variety of interesting information on
injection and industrial technology:
Product catalogue
Brochure
Videos
Technical data sheet machine
Injection ABC

Don't hesitate to contact the DESOI team by mail or phone +49 6655 9636-0!
All articles can be purchased directly in our shop.
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